
CALL FOR ABSTRACTS 
 NATIONAL PENZ/EONZ/NZHEA Conference

Palmerston North Boys’ High July 11-13th 2016

“Let us provide the nutrients so our learning area will flourish”

The call for abstracts is now open.   
Please consider how your presentation can support the above whakatauki and the strengthening of our learning area, in our 
practice and for our students – there are great things happening out there, so let’s share them with each other so we can 
strengthen our practice and learn from each other. There is an opportunity for a mini symposium, where we gather 3 people 
together on a similar theme.  Each presenter has 15 minutes to present a snapshot and then completes question and answer 
session, with the possibility of presenting a more in-depth workshop later.   Some potential abstracts could be but are not 
limited to: 

* “Curriculum Matters”, “Curriculum in Action”.   
* “Future-building HPE” (in relation to educational outcomes for the knowledge age/society, shifts in student/teacher roles, 
digital technologies, project learning/health promotion, connections to community) 
* Assessing learning in HPE (eg Year 9 & 10 and formative practices for monitoring learning progress at senior level), learning 
progressions  
* Modern/innovative learning environments and practices in HPE  
* HPE teachers gathering evidence of effective practice in relation to the Practicing Teacher Criteria   
* Collecting and using student voice effectively to inform programme design and planning. 
* Visible learning in HPE  
* Across subject or cross curricular learning examples/case studies 
* Moving in an outdoor space 
* Reviewing your systems and providing a greater understanding of implementing EOTC systems 
* Quality culturally responsive programmes 
* Making time for the practical – Keeping our students active and engaged 
* Scholarship PE/Health/Home Economics 
* Sport Science at school level – what is available out there that will improve my practice 
* Olympicism In Action – How do we contend with drug taking and cheating in sport? 
* Games Teaching Year 7 - 10 
* Physical Literacy what is it? 
* Aquatic competencies  what can we do in schools to support the “No one Drowns” policy 
* Is politics driving our learning area? 
* Out sourcing Health and PE – how is that supporting our learning area? 
* Quality Health Education and Physical Education programmes in the primary school  
* Sport in Education.    
* How the media is used in Sport – facebook, twitter and other forms
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